Shariah and the U.S. Constitution
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SATAN PEES INro THE E'ARS OF THOSE" WHO FALL. ASLEEP
WHILE PRAYING •

T.l\t!. Hadith

Burtdlari vol. II, no. 245 If one sleeps and does n01 offer the prayer. Satan unnates inhis ears.
Narrated Abdullah: The Prophet sa1d,tJSatan unnated nh1s ears."
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This 'sharia-law' business is crap ... and I'm tired of dealing with the
crazies!"
- NJ Governor Chris Christie ...
11

There is no 'Clash of Civilizations' between the Muslim world and the West.
There is only a clash of ignorance."
-Andre Azoulay
11

Islam is not the enemy. It is not synonymous with terror. Nor does Islam
teach terror. American and its friends oppose a perversion of Islam, not the
great world faith itself. Lives guided by religious faith, including literal
beliefs in holy scriptures, are common to every religion, and represent no
threat to us."
-The 9/11 Commission Report
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Some Westerners have argued that the West does not have problems with
Islam but only with violent Islamist extremists. Fourteen hundred years of
history demonstrate otherwise."- Samuel Huntington

Koran(8:39) - "And fight with them until there is no more persecution and
religion should be only for Allah"
Sahib Muslim (1:33) - the Messenger of Allah Muhammed said "I have been
commanded to fight against the people till they testify that there is no god
but Allah, that Muhammad is the messenger of Allah."
Sahib Bukhari (8:387)- Allah's Apostle Muhammed said 111 have been
ordered to fight the people till they say 1 None has the right to be worshipped
but Allah'"
Ibn Khaldun (1332 -1406) was a renowned Maliki jurist, philosopher,
historian, and sociologist
11
In the Muslim community, the holy war is a religious duty, because of the
universalism of the [Muslim] mission and [the obligation to] convert
everybody to Islam either by persuasion or by force .... The other religious
groups did not have a universal mission, and the holy war was not a religious
duty for them, save only for purpose of defense .... Islam is under

obligation to gain power over other nations."

-Thomas Jefferson reporting to Congress on what Tripoli's envoy to
London, Ambassador Sidi Haji Abdrahaman, replied when when asked
what right he had to extort money and to take slaves in this way:
''The ambassador answered us that [the right] was founded on the
Laws of the Prophet (Mohammed), that it was written in their Koran, that
all nations who should not have answered their authority were sinners, that
it was their right and duty to make war upon them wherever they could be
found, and to make slaves of all they could take as prisoners, and that every
Muss ulman who should be slain in battle was sure to go to heaven."
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Religious institutions that use government power in support of
themselves and force their views on persons of other faiths, or of no faith,
undermine our civil rights. Moreover, state support of an established
religion tends to make the clergy unresponsive to their own people, and
leads to corruption within the religion itself. . Erecting the 'wall of
separation between church and state,' therefore, is absolutely essential in a
free society."
-Thomas Jefferson

Ideology, Religion, Faith, Law and a Constitution
An ideology is a set of ideas that constitutes one's goals, expectations and
actions; it can be thought of as a comprehensive vision in looking at things.

Religion is a collection of cultural systems, belief systems and worldviews
that establishes symbols that relate humanity to spirituality and to moral
values.
Faith is trust, hope and belief in the goodness, trustworthiness or reliability
of a person, concept or entity. . Religious faith is a belief in a transcendent
reality, set of teachings or a supreme entity.
Law is a system of rules and guidelines, usually enforced through a set of

institutions. It shapes politics, economics and society in numerous ways and
serves as a social mediator of relations between people.
A constitution is a body of fundamental principles or established precedents
according to which a state or other organization is acknowledged to be
governed.

Interfaith dialogue refers to cooperative and positive interaction
between people of different religious traditions (i.e., "faiths") and
spiritual or humanistic beliefs, at both the individual and
institutional level with the aim of deriving a common ground in
belief through a concentration on similarities between faiths,
understanding of values, and commitment to the world.
Islam has long encouraged dialogue to reach truth (not interfaith
dialogue which seeks to find common between people and leave
differences aside). Islam also stresses that the supreme law of the
land should be Islam and that Islam regulates all life affairs and
therefore regulates how non-Muslim and Muslims live under an
Islamic state, with historical examples coming from Muslim Spain,
Mughal India, and purportedly even starting as far back as
Muhammad'stime,whereMuslims,ChristiansandJews
reputedly lived in harmony.
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Is This What Islam Is? Islamism?
Is This Who Muslims Are? Or Aren't?
Is A Clash Of Civilizations Inevitable? Or Ongoing?

olsoncartoons ·-=-=-:
com.au
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Maybe Not ...
These Are Muslims Too ....

Islam is the last of the "Revealed" faiths ...
A 1,400+ year struggle for respect (as well as converts,
treasure and territory) ...
The drive for dominance is hard-wired into the Qur'an and

Hadith ...
Islam cannot be reformed, "modernized" or secularized, to
do so would be to make it into something other than Islam ...
Islam CAN only be revived, to the 71h century paradigm (see
Salafism)

Jihad is not a pillar but has been defined as a "duty."
Jihad takes many forms, for example:
"The traditional concept of Jihad is based upon a division of the
world into two zones; one the zone of Peace, the other of War. . It requires
initiating hostilities for religious reasons . . It is true that the regime has not
enacted a law to realize slavery in Sudan, but the traditional concept of
Jihad does allow slavery as a by-product of jihad.
-Sadiq al-Mahdi, Prime Minister of Sudan (1986-1989),statementmade in
1999.
- Jihad of the Sword (jihad bis saif) refers to qi tal fi sabilillah (armed fighting
in the way of God, or holy war),the most common usage by Salafi Muslims
- Jihad of the Tongue (jihad billisan) is concerned with speaking the truth
and spreading the word of Islam with one's tongue
- Jihad of the Heart (jihad biZ qalb/nafs) is concerned with combating Shaitan
(the Devil).
-Jihad of the Hand (jihad biZ yad)refersto choosing to do what is right and.
to. combat injustice

-Lesser Jihad and Greater Jihad (al-jihad al-akbar). Based on
except of Al-Khatib al-Baghdadi, an 11th-century Islamic
scholar, referencing a statement by Jabir ibn Abd-allah. Jabir
reportedly said, "The Prophet... returned from one of his
battles, and thereupon told us, 'You have arrived with an
excellent arrival, you have come from the Lesser Jihad to the
Greater Jihad- the striving of a servant (of Allah) against his
desires." Thus the distinguishing of two forms of jihad:
"greater" and "lesser." Numerous Islamic scholars dispute the
authenticity of this reference
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Is This The Future For Us?

Red Team Study on Mghan Fratricide-Murder Risk to U.S.
Troops 4 Apr 2011
Subsection: Theological survey of ANA/ANP (ANSF) troops:

Q.- What happens to U.S. soldiers who die in Afghanistan vs
a suicide bomber?
A. -Majority of ANSF troops do not believe that U.S.
soldiers who are KIA in Afghanistan will go to
Heaven/Paradise but to Hell as they are Kufr (infidels). A
large minority thought that a suicide bomber would go to
Heaven/Paradise as they were fighting kufr. A slight
majority of ANSF religious education officers believe that
suicide bombing is justified and the bomber (martyr)
automatically goes to Paradise.

If the future might be a violent globalized clash
between Islam and all others,
why not just surrender to the inevitable?
*Convert, submit or die; become Muslim or a
Dhimmi ...

Would it be wiser and more
peaceful to change and
accommodate to Islam?
•Only Christians and Jews get this choice, all others (Hindus, Buddhists,
Pagans, Jainists, Shintoists, Gnostics [Man deans, Manicheans ],
Pharisees, Zoroastrians, etc) must either convert or be killed.

How bad could the change be? Such
a change wouldn't really impact me
or my family, would it?
Islam is just a further expression of Judaism and
Christianity, as an Abrahamic faith, isn't it?
Islam is the religion of Peace, isn't it?
Islam is compatible with democracy, isn't it?
I can still watch football, right?

So Let's look at the Constitution of the
United States, how it might be ''improved"
by Islam.

YO U ARE ENTER I IG A

ISLAMIC RULES EtiFORCED

-Reject Democracy
- Not have non-Muslim friends
- Not celebrate non-Muslim festivals
(Christmas, Easter, Passover, Kwanza)
-Not join the police. or armed forces
., .. AllAH" - WJ..U SO~ItH
- Not vote or stand for election
- Demand the release of all Muslim believers in the hands of the disbelievers
- Reject integration with non-Islamic society
- Abide by Shari'a and not any 11man-made law"
I

''We the people of the United States, in order to
form a more perfect Union, establish justice, insure
domestic Tranquility, provide for the common
defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure
the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our
Posterity ....

-Incorrect, obviously, so the Pream.ble m.ust
be struck out.
-There is only one God and that God is Allah.
-Only Allah can provide domestic tranquility, if it is His will.
-Only Allah can provide any general welfare, if it is His will.
-The only hope for true peace, true justice and true liberty is
via complete Submission to the Will of Allah ..
-Only by surrendering totally to the will of Allah can anyone
receive what Blessings Allah deems His slaves to be worthy of.
-Only Allah is perfect, men can never be.

•Recognition that the only valid government is one
Divinely ordained means that any type of government
which tries to deposit power. and. justice in fallible and
sinful people is not only ridiculous but actually is a sin,
as it subverts the omnipotence and omniscience of
Allah.
•Worse, any such attempt is shirk and those who.try it
are apostates.

Next:
-Remove second paragraph of Article VI, to whit, the:
"Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof, and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land."

Only the will of Allah, as delineated via the Qur'an,Hadith and

Sira, as expressed through Sharia, can be the. supreme law of the
land, as no human-derived constitution or law can ever be
legitimate.
-In addition, the second sentence of in Article VI must be amended.
(This Constitution, and the laws of the United States which shall be made
in pursuance thereof; and all treaties made, or which shall be made, under
the authority of the United States, shall be the supreme law of the land; and
the judges in every state shall be bound thereby, anything in the
Constitution or laws of any State to the contrary notwithstanding).

Next:
-The last sentence of Article VI must also be changed or greatly modified, as
with the introduction of Sharia as the supreme law of the land, the previous
corrupt, outmoded and unfair legal systems would require restructuring.
(The Senators and Representatives before mentioned, and the members of the several state
legislatures, and all executive and judicial officers, both of the United States and of the several
states, shall be bound by oath or affirmation, to support this Constitution; but no religious test

shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United States)

-In order to hold any high.office or public trust in the United States, there
MUST be a religious test as an initial requirement. Obviously non-Muslims
should never attain power over Muslims, while qualifying Muslims are
inherently gifted by Allah to rule justly over the non-Muslim dhimma.
As well, the selection of judges (actually Qadis, Muftis, Cazis, etc) would
need to reflect Islamic qualifications as the prime litmus test for eligibility.

Now, the 27 amendments---

The 1st Amendment
-Modification necessary to reflect that Islam is now the official
religion of the land. In accordance with existing and recognized

Sharia laws drawn from the Quran (Sura:ayat) andHadith in
reference to dhimma, all submitting Christians and Jews will need
to pay the jizyah poll tax, wear distinctive dress or markings, not
proselytize, not build new churches or temples, move to housing
that is not higher than any Muslims home, and must not use

transportation superior to what Muslims have.
(Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the government for a redress of grievances.)

The 1st Amendment -cont' d-:
-Additionally, common sense abridgements to freedom of speech
and the press will be necessary, as judged by appropriate ulema or
state authorities, lest anyone commit blasphemy against Allah, His

Messenger and Prophet, or Islam in general.
Peaceful assembly would remain unrestricted for male Muslims
and the right of redress would be redirected to the local Diwan,

Shura, Qadi or Mufti, as appropriate.

The 2nd Amendment:
-Unrestricted 11 gun rights" will remain valid for male Muslims only,
all other arms will be confiscated in order to ensure the safety.and
prosperity of the Muslim community.
(A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state, the
right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed.)

The 4th Amendment
-Will remain fully valid for Muslims, will have ''qualified"
application to those Christians and Jews who, in accordance with
the 1st amendment, openly accept dhimmi status.
(The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated,
and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
persons or things to be seized.)

The Sth, 6th and 7th Amendments:
-As with the 4th, all inherent rights remain fully valid for Muslims,
qualified for dhimma.
(Y Amendment - No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise

infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in
cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service in
time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same offense to
be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case
to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation.
VI Amendment -In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a
speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of the state and district wherein the
crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously
ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation; to
be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for
obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his
defense.
VII Amendment- In suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall
exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be. preserved, and no fact tried
by a jury, shall be otherwise reexamined in any court of the United States, than
according to the rules of the common law.)

The 9th Amendment
-To be struck from the Constitution in its entirety.
(The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights, shall not be construed to deny
or disparage others retained by the. people.)

The tQth Amendment:
-Will be amended to indicate that all powers are delegated from Allah
and none are reserved either to the States or the people. It is selfevidentlyridiculousto think that any government based on the
11

Whims" of a people can be just or legitimate, as only Allah can truly

govern in the interests of humanity, regardless of what any ''people"
might wish.
(The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by
it to the states, are reserved to the states respectively, or to the people.)

The 13th Amendment:
-To be struck from the Constitution in its entirety, or duly amended to
allow slavery as a result of jihad or indentured servitude as payment in lieu
of money as a result of debts.
(Section 1 . .. Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, except as a
punishment for crime whereof the party shall have been duly convicted,
shall exist within the United States, or any place subject to their
jurisdiction.
Section 2. - Congress shall have power to enforce this article by appropriate
legislation.)
The 16th Amendment:
-Will need to be extensively modified to account for the creation and
maintenance of waqfs and the implementation of tawaruq.
(The Congress shall have power to lay and collect taxes on incomes, from
whatever source derived, without apportionment among the several states,
and without regard to any census of enumeration.)

The 19th Amendment:
- Modified to show that all male Muslims have unrestricted voting rights.
Non-Muslim male dhimma should be allowed limited local suffrage,
subject to qualifications and restrictions based on local ulema . or state
authority considerations and decisions . . Examination of future suffrage
rights for female Muslims to be considered by the appropriate ulema shura.
(The right of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any state on account of sex. Congress shall have power to
enforce this article by appropriate legislation.)

The 21st Amendment:
-Will need to be repealed, with a concurrent re-institution of the 18th
Amendment on the prohibition of the manufacture, sale or
transport of alcohol to Muslims. There will need to be

modifications of the tSth Amendment in order to allow the
continued manu£ acture and sale of alcohol to the extensive dhimma
population, with appropriate heavy taxation for that privilege.
(Section 1. - Mter one year from the ratification of this article the manufacture, sale,

or transportation of intoxicating liquors within, the importation thereof into, or the
exportation thereof from the United States and all territory subject to the jurisdiction
thereof for beverage purposes is hereby prohibited.)
•

Over the course of time, with the natural shrinkage of the dhimma
population and corresponding growth of the umma, by birth and
conversion, future amendment to complete abolition of alcohol will
be possible.

All remaining Amendments:

-To be reviewed by competent ulema and judged in accordance
with principles of the Qur'an and Hadith.

Provisions to be Inserted in ''Islamic" Constitution:
-Declare Islam as the state religion of the United States of America
- That the teaching of the Qur'an and Is lamiyat be compulsory, that the
learning of Arabic be facilitated, and that secure and correct printing and
publication of the Qur'an be facilitated.
-That all existing laws be brought in conformity with the injunctions of
Islam as laid down in the Qur'an and Sunnah; that no law be enacted which
is repugnant to Islam.
-The proper organization of zakat, waqf and mosques be ensured.
- That the State will prevent prostitution, gambling and the printing,
circulation and display of obscene literature and advertisements.
- That a Federal Shariat Court/Council of Islamic Ideology be constituted to
make recommendations to the President and Congress about the ways and
means of enabling and encouraging the Muslims of the United States to
order their lives in accordance with the principles of Islam.

"t'h

i-ladith

Bukhlrt val. IV, nos. 539 Narrated Abu Talha:
The Prophet sa d, ~ Angels do not enter a house
which has etthe1 a dog or a ptcture In it."
Bukhar1vol. IV, no. 540 Narrated Abdullah bib
Umar: Allah's Aposlle ordered that the dogs
should be k1lled.
Muslim vol. I, no. 551 Ibn Mughaffal reported:
The Messenger of Allah ordered kdltng of the
dogs. and then satd. ''What about them. i.e. other
dogs?" and then granted concession to keep the
dog lor hunting and the dog for the herd and

said: .. When tile dog licks the utensil, wash (1
seven ttmes and rub il with dirt the eighth time."

That Other Document ....
- The Declaration of Independence:
To be declared null and void, then destroyed as a legal document. It
will be removed from all public and private institutions and
dwellings.
The presence of the following statements mandate this destruction;
11
We hold these truths to be self-evident ... ," and 11 ••• Governments are
instituted among men, deriving their just Powers from the Consent
of the Governed."
Manifestly impious and subversive statements are anathema to the
indisputable fact that only Allah has the right and ability to govern
justly.

Impact on Some Current Political Issues:
-Gay, Lesbian and Transgendered rights, marriage, etc would become
moot, as homosexuality is a sin in Islam, punishable by death.
-Equal rights will become moot as only male Muslims can enjoy full rights;
women are divinely subservient to men to the point where they do not have
any rights even over their own bodies. Dhimmi's will never be equal to
Muslims, period.
-Crimes such as rape and adultery become much more murky and
potentially lethal in judgment, especially for the woman. (see Hudud)
- Abortion as a defining issue becomes moot, as it is discouraged and illegal
if the woman is past her 4th month.
-The entire legal industry would quickly shrink, as tort law and case law is
phased out and divorce, alimony, child support and inheritance pass into
the hands of Qadi's; Qisas, Hudu, Diyya and Ta'zir would replace existing
Penal Codes (Lex Talionis replacing correctionaVrehabilitative efforts).
- Environmentalism as an issue would vanish.

Can We Combat This?
Yes, read the U.S. constitution and follow it!
The Constitution is the supreme law of the land, enforce
it as such!
Treat Islamism as a political ideology, which it is.
Wahhabism, Deobandism, etc are also political, not
religious.
If Islamism is a political ideology, can it be defeated?
Is there an example of the United States defeating such a
pervasive ideology?

Defeating the ideology of White Supremacy:
Most visible form in the United States was the Ku Klux Klan, founded by
Confederate Army veterans in Tennessee, 1865. Openly violent against blacks
and Republicans into 1880s.
Resumption of violence in 1915 into early 1940s, anti-black, anti-Catholic, antiSemitic, anti-communist, nativists.
Third resurrection of white supremacists in 1950s into 1970s, anti-Civil Rights
and pro-segregationists.

How was this ideology of white supremacism, which at one point had 4
million open active adherents and an estimated 4-6 million more supporters,
defeated?
It was declared a terrorist organization, actively and often violently confronted
by legal and, on occasion, by military authorities. Held rallies, marches,
confronted it in education, desegregated institutions and enforced it. Did not
worry about offending white supremacists or making more, we confronted it
and defeated it!

Be smarter about the history of Islam than Muslims are!
Understand the Qur'an as a political document, which is about
victory and totalitarian domination, not about redemption.
Qur'an 58:14-20Have you not seen those w ho have taken as friends a people who
are under Allah's wrath. They are neither of you or of them, and they swear
to a falsehood knowingly. Allah has prepared a severe torment for them.
Evil are the deeds they are doing. They have made oaths a covering under
which they debar others from the Way of Allah. For this they shall have a
disgraceful torment. Neither shall their riches avail them anything to
protect them from Allah nor their children. They are fellows of Hell in
which they shall live forever.
The Day Allah raises them up, they shall swear to Him as they
swear to you, thinking that their oaths will avail them something. Know it
well that they are liars. Satan has over-powered them and has caused them
to forget God's remembrance. They are of Satan's party. Know it well that
those of Satan's party are indeed the real losers. Surely the most abject of
the creatures are those who resist Allah and His Messenger.

There is no compulsion in religion. The right course has become
clear from the wrong.
- Quran 2:256
When the sacred months have passed, then kill the polytheists
wherever you find them and capture them and besiege them and sit
in wait for them at every place of ambush. But if they should repent,
establish prayer, and give zakat, let them go on their way.
-Quran 9:5
Fight those who do not believe in Allah or in the Last Day and who
do not consider lawful what Allah and His Messenger have made
unlawful and who do not adopt the religion of truth from those who
were given the Scripture. Fight until they give the jizyah willingly
while they are humbled.
-Quran 9:29

There is one human race. A single day brought us all forth from our
father and mother. No man is born superior to another. But one
man's fare is a doom of unhappy days, another's is success; and on
others the yoke of slavery's hardship fails.
-Sophocles of Athens, Sth century BC .
God has left all men free; nature has made no man a slave.
-Alcidamas of Elaea, 4th century BC
Render to Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things
that are God's.
-Jesus, Mark 12:17
Next to the right to create, the right to criticize is the richest gift that
liberty of thought and speech can offer.
-Vladimir Nabokov, Lectures on Russian Literature, 1981
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Supreme excellence consists of breaking the enemy's resistance without
fighting."
-Sun Tzu
11

Religion is excellent stuff for keeping common people quiet. Religion is
what keeps the poor from murdering the rich."
-Napoleon Bonaparte
11

1n 1940, we knew who we were, we knew who the enemy was, we knew
the dangers and the issues . . In our island, we knew we would prevail, that
the Americans would be drawn into the fight. It is different today. We
don't know who we are, we don't know the issues, and we still do not
understand the nature of the enemy."
-Bernard Lewis
11

Closer to home, the vast majority of terrorist attacks on U.S. soil have
been perpetrated by Christian terrorist groups in the last 15 years."
- Prof. John Esposito (2006)
11

You can observe a lot just by watching."
-Yogi Berra

W~T IS THJS MOLE.
SHOULD WE. CUT IT OFF?

•

